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About This Game

Meet Kogasaka You and his little sister, Chinami, both of whom after the sudden death of their mother, are set to leave the city
to go back to their childhood hometown to live with their aunt, Shino. Initially leaving their hometown of Hibarigasaki was

difficult for You, as he was close friends with a girl who he saw nearly every day after school at the local town lookout. When
she discovered that You would be leaving the town, she made him promise to return to marry her and left him with simply a kiss

on the forehead to remember her by.

Once You returns to his hometown, he searches for that childhood friend, only to find his previous meet-up location is now
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fenced-off and abandoned. While out searching, he instead stumbles on a mysterious girl named Mare who carries a scythe and
claims to be a Grim Reaper. Now back in his hometown, You starts to rebuild his life, making friends and continuing his search
for the girl he made a promise to. Will he eventually find his promised love? Who is this mysterious girl and why does she seem

so familiar?

Follow the story of Kogasaka You and choose his path as he discovers love with either of the 7 beautiful girls that comes
to aid him on his journey.

Full Japanese voice cast except for the main character.

Seven different endings
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One of the greatest Vn ever! Cant get enough.. i have played this VN back in the late 2013.
and i have to say this VN is still holding place in the one of best VN i have ever played.
if you liked this VN, try play other Favorite VNs too, im sure you will be interested.. Your standard, run of the mill story of a
guy who joins a club at his school and then hooks up with one of several girls depending on which choices you pick during the
game. There are a few scenes of drama added to spice it up a bit, but it's mostly just a regular slice of life novel with some
supernatural elements and quite a lot of (sometimes questionable) comedy.

Some things to keep in mind if you're considering buying Hoshizora no Memoria:

1. It's not possible to just start the game after installing it (at least not for me). I had to troubleshoot for several hours, messing
around with computer settings and a locale emulator as well as download additional files, to finally get it to work. I find this
totally unacceptable for a game released on Steam.
2. The game is in 4:3 aspect ratio, but is stretched to 16:9 automatically. The only way to play using the correct aspect ratio is to
go into the settings of your TV or computer monitor (whichever you're playing on) and change the aspect ratio to 4:3 there. Not
a big issue, but still kinda annoying having to do it every single time you want to play the game.
3. The translation hasn't been proofread or spell checked whatsoever. There's a huge amount of spelling errors, grammatical
errors and even untranslated text. Considering the fact that this hasn't been fixed in the 8 months since the release, I think it's
safe to say that Sekai Project don't really give a crap about it.
The translation itself is actually pretty decent, so it's kinda sad to see it ruined by sloppiness.
4. Repetitive in terms of comedic value. They repeat some jokes over and over again, despite them barely being funny even the
first time around. There are some funny moments, but I feel like the overall quality of the game would have improved if they
had axed some of the content.. This is a rather famous VN. Or at least one of those with a decent following. Well, it is deserved.
This is a tear-jerker and very deep read. The characters are well-developed, the plot interesting, and the choices have heavy
meaning.

Now, your protagonist is You. Whether the original authors considered how their character's name would be tranliterated or
not... it is still a bit amusing. There are three girls you can pursue at first. Two of them unlock an additional girl each. All five
routes must be completed to unlock the next, and that one played to unlock the last. Most are decent choices. Only one gives me
a bit of a quesy feeling... and that's because one of the first unlocks is your sister. Not adopted sister. Not stepsister... Full-
blooded sister. This is... well, one of those aspects of some VNs I wish they wouldn't keep using...

Anyway, it is a very decent read. Fully recommend.. Emotional and enjoyable. A good mystery, and excellent characters.
I liked some of the route a heckuva lot.
Others less so.
Overall it's a good game though.. It's pretty good. Gets off to a slow start but it gets better. Translation is pretty good too..
Hoshizora no Memoria is almost a perfect visual novel game. It has a hilarious and very relatable plot which will get you
instantly hooked. The game has a lot of comedy in it; the common route provides you with running gags, while the character
routes freshen up the game with new comedy elements. When I first read the beginning of the secret heroine's route I was pretty
much crying with laughter. The game does also play with your emotions as well, however.

The translation of the game is pretty good, although there are many errors and goofs, such as spelling and grammar errors, a
small number of untranslated lines (there's only about five or six of them, however, so not that many) and other general
mistakes, such as "Hisakaki" instead of "Hibarigasaki". Apparently these errors will be fixed and reworked in the upcoming
package release.
Other than that, it is well written, and far outstrips the patch translation released in 2012.

Overall, I give the game a 9 out of 10.
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A great VN with a good story and interesting characters. I found all of the routes very enjoyable to read and there twists and
stuffs that greatly piqued my interest, allowing me to continue playing the game. The music is also good, a bit memorable and I
loved the comedy in this game.. I think It was one of the first vn I ever played, not sure anymore If at that time It got translated
version or not.However, back in the day I had no idea what the story was about at all, until recently that I found the translated
version somewhere on the internet not realising It is sold on Steam, so I decide to download and try to learn the story. It quite
boring at first actually, but it gets more interesting the more you play it.Thus, I ended up loving their wonderful stories of each
girl. After knowing that this game is on Steam, I instantly bought it without a second thought and I have no regret.. A very lovely
game. This game has 7 endings\/routes, for 7 different heroines. All the heroines are given their own unique traits and distinct
personalities. It\u2019s very interesting to see how their character develope over the course of the game. Also the interactions
between the characters are really enjoying. The story is really interesting, and the art and character designs are very beautiful
and well drawn. The music is very well done and fits the mood.

The game is pretty long and very satisfying, so it\u2019s definitely worth the price. This game also has an 18+ patch you can
download for the H-scenes. The 18+ patch can be found on Denpasoft's site. Alternatively, you can just buy the 18+ version on
Denpasoft as well.. What is going on?!
Up until recently, around the time this was posted, I have been able to play this on my windows 8.1. Can I please get a reason as
to why this is no longer the case. I have already invested money and hours.

Whilst I do own Windows 10, it seems there is an issue with installing.

I know this game functioned well before Win10 so why has something been changed now.

The game is great but this underhanded and unspoken act (at least on steam) seems to be disgusting.

This is a game made prior to Win10 to my understanding and was purchased whilst it was still compatable.

If you are unwilling to revert to prior boundaries, I would request a refund or a copy of a non-steam version sent.

I love this game is here, but I cannot keep handing over money when it is as limited as is already.

Note: It can only be the system requirement changes as EU4, CK2 and others seem to work well. All other resets and system
issues have been checked off.. Clever VN that uses each heroine's route to slowly drip lore and plot information (with a couple
exceptions) that expands your understanding of what all is going on. And even ignoring that, most of the routes are enjoyable on
their own. The mysticism is pretty good; the pseudoscience they sometimes throw around to explain it is silly. The "true route"
does a couple confusing things, but ultimately ends meaningfully and ties most things together nicely. All in all a pretty good
VN. Only shame is that the best girl doesn't have a real route, but she's heavily involved in the "true" route so it's not too bad..
Good game so far, some awkward conversation and scenes though..
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